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this publication is dedicated to the individuals and organizations who came together ten years ago to create the 

Federal Alliance for Safe Homes, inc. - FLASH®. this ten year commemorative also honors those organizations 

which have come forward since to support FLASH’s mission of promoting life safety, property protection and 

economic well-being by strengthening homes and safeguarding families from natural and man-made disasters. 

the ability of a group of individuals or organizations to come together behind a common purpose and achieve 

more together than any one could achieve alone is the greatest fruit of a true partnership.  

collectively, FLASH’s founding partners, supporters and champions have nurtured the fruit of their partnership 

and established a foundation from which FLASH can continue to make America a safer place to live, work and 

raise a family for many decades to come.



Leadership partners
Alabama insurance commissioner  

Walter A. Bell
Former Florida Governor Jeb Bush
West virginia insurance commissioner  

Jane L. cline  
Louisiana commissioner of insurance  

James J. Donelon
Former Arkansas insurance commissioner,  

mike Pickens
Former Kentucky Governor ernie Fletcher
Former Florida chief Financial officer  

tom Gallagher
Dr. William Gray, colorado State University
virginia insurance commissioner  

Alfred W. Gross
Dr. ernst Kiesling, national Storm Shelter 

Association and texas tech University
Former South carolina Department of 

insurance Director eleanor Kitzman 
north carolina commissioner of insurance 

Jim Long
max mayfield, Former Director, national 

Hurricane center
Florida commissioner of the office of 

insurance regulation Kevin m. mccarty   
Georgia insurance & Fire Safety 

commissioner John W. oxendine
texas Governor rick Perry 
South carolina insurance Director Scott 

richardson

nationaL partners
American Society of Home inspectors
Firewise
Georgia Pacific
mercedes Homes
national roofing contractors Association
national Storm Shelter Association
neighborWorks insurance Alliance

riker consulting 
Skyetec
the Salvation Army

regionaL partners
Apalachee regional Planning council
northeast Florida regional council
rocky mountain insurance information 

Association
Southwestern insurance information Service
tampa Bay regional Planning council

state partners
Alabama Department of insurance
Arkansas Department of insurance
Building officials Association of Florida
california earthquake Authority
Florida Department of community Affairs
Florida Department of environmental 

Protection
Florida Department of Financial Services
Florida Division of emergency management
Florida Division of Forestry
Florida emergency Preparedness Association
Florida Fire chiefs Association
Florida Highway Patrol
Florida insurance council
Florida office of insurance regulation
Georgia Department of insurance
Georgia emergency management Agency
independent insurance Agents and Brokers of  

South carolina
independent insurance Agents of texas
insurance council of texas
Kentucky Division of emergency 

management
Kentucky office of insurance
Kentucky Weather Preparedness committee
new Jersey office of emergency management
new york State insurance Department

north carolina Department of insurance
South carolina Department of insurance
tennessee Department of commerce and 

insurance
texas Department of insurance
texas Department of Public Safety
travelers of Florida
virginia Bureau of insurance
virginia Department of emergency 

management
volunteer Florida
West virginia insurance commission

Community partners
Brevard Prepares
city of Anderson, indiana
city of Deerfield Beach, Florida
Duval Prepares
Hernando county emergency management
Hillsborough county office of emergency 

management
Home Builders Association of Greater Dallas
miami-Dade emergency management
tulsa Partners/millennium center for Green 

& Safe Living
volusia Prepares

aCademiC partners
Actuarial Foundation
Austin college
central US earthquake consortium
Florida international University
texas tech Wind Science and engineering 

research center
University of Florida

FLASH ProUDLy AcKnoWLeDGeS itS LeGAcy PArtnerS  

For tHeir UnWAverinG SUPPort oF FLASH AnD itS miSSion.

FLASH also wishes to recognize its Founding partners, whose commitment  
and involvement with FLASH propelled us towards our bright future.

Underpinning the work of FLASH and its Founding and Legacy partners  
has been a broader team of partners who have been instrumental in  

extending FLASH’s mission across America. We proudly acknowledge:

Founding & Legacy Partner Founding & Legacy Partner Legacy Partner

Founding Partner

Founding Partner

 Legacy Partner Founding & Legacy Partner Legacy Partner

Legacy Partner Founding & Legacy Partner Founding & Legacy Partner Legacy Partner



over the course of America’s relatively brief history, a handful of natural disasters 

have taken a great toll on our nation. Shortly after America’s birth in 1776, the 

“Hurricane of independence” claimed over 4,000 lives. on September 8, 1900, 

the Galveston hurricane became our nation’s deadliest natural disaster, claiming 

between 6,000 and 8,000 lives. And in 1928, a hurricane struck Lake okeechobee 

and southeast Florida, killing 1,836. 

more recently, Hurricane Katrina, with 1,800 killed and $100 billion in damage, 

showed us in deeply painful terms that despite so many opportunities to learn 

from past hurricanes, America still has a long way to go in becoming a more  

disaster-resistant nation.  

While hurricanes have been America’s deadliest natural disaster, killing more than 20,000 

since the founding of our nation, earthquakes, tornadoes, floods and wildfires have also 

exacted a heavy toll.

to be sure, future lessons await as Americans and their built environment are put to the 

test again. While there is still much work to be done, our progress to date in becoming a 

more disaster resistant nation deserves to be celebrated.  And, so too should we celebrate 

those people and organizations to whom credit is owed for our progress along this 

critical path. one such group of individuals and organizations that deserve the gratitude 

of a safer nation are those who came together ten years ago to create the Federal Alliance 

for Safe Homes, inc. - FLASH.  in the following pages, FLASH proudly highlights its 

greatest achievements over the past decade, each made possible by the active support of 

valued partners. 

tAcKLinG An HiStoric and Ever Present Challenge

Galveston Disaster, Texas  
1900

Hurricane Katrina 
2005



Celebrating the Fruits of partnerships

BLUePrint For SAFety® -
Reshaping the Way America Builds1999

1998 FLash created as the Florida  
alliance for safe homes - FLash

Prompted by the devastation caused by 
Hurricane Andrew, key federal, state and 
private-sector disaster safety agencies and 
insurance companies joined forces to create 
the Florida Alliance for Safe Homes. Founding 
partners included the American Red Cross, 

FEMA, the Florida Division of Emergency Management, Institute for Business 
& Home Safety, National Weather Service, State Farm, and USAA.  

1999 don’t be Fooled by mother nature  
Campaign Created

Don’t Be Fooled by Mother Nature 
debuted in 1999 as FLASH’s fiffiirst 
public awareness campaign.  FLASH 
joined forces with Florida emergency 
management offififififfiicials on April Fools’ 
Day to launch this initiative that 

provided Floridians with speciffififiific information about how to “outsmart” nature 
by making their homes wind and water-resistant in hurricanes. 

2000 Florida alliance for safe  
homes goes national

Just two years after 
creating FLASH, the 
founders launched 
a plan to take the 

disaster-safety education program beyond Florida’s borders.  They 
expanded by creating the new Federal Alliance for Safe Homes, Inc. - 
FLASH®®.  The new FLASH quickly emerged as a leading national voice for 
disaster-safety consumer education. 

2001 governor’s hurricane  
Conference award 

The Florida Governor’s Hurricane Conference 
recognized the Federal Alliance for Safe 
Homes for its commitment to educating 
citizens about disaster-safety with its 
prestigious Governor’s Hurricane Conference 
Public Education/Public Information Award.  

This well-deserved award became the ffiirst of more than a dozen awards earned 
by FLASH in its fiffiirst decade of disaster-safety leadership. 

PARTNERSkey

in FLASH’s bid to make America a more disaster-

resistant nation, the critical starting point was 

improving the way Americans build and retrofit 

homes. A key step along this path was the creation 

of Blueprint for Safety, a highly respected online and 

printed curriculum that helps homeowners and 

contractors build stronger homes.  

over the past nine years, Blueprint for Safety has 

evolved to become a gold standard for code-

plus construction.  As Louisiana and mississippi 

reformed outdated building codes after Hurricane 

Katrina, Blueprint for Safety was written into law as a stronger alternative to the 

current building code. And in Florida and South carolina, contractors participating 

in state-funded residential construction projects to strengthen homes against 

hurricanes must be Blueprint for Safety-certified.  A key legacy of FLASH’s first 

decade of service will be Blueprint for Safety and its enduring impact on the 

strengthening of America, one home at a time. 



Celebrating the Fruits of partnerships

tUrn AroUnD, Don’t DroWn® 
Simple Messages That Save Lives2003

PARTNERkey

As FLASH began making headway in helping 

citizens understand the value of being better 

prepared for natural disasters, national Weather 

Service (nWS) officials took notice.  in Houston, 

flash floods were a continuing and deadly hazard. 

the nWS invited FLASH to join forces in a 

public-private partnership to bring a much needed 

consumer awareness campaign to Houston.  From 

this partnership, Turn Around, Don’t Drown was 

born. this public service campaign is credited with saving lives across the United States by making drivers 

more aware of the deadly effect of flash flood waters. this simple but life saving message can be seen on 

billboards, in movie theaters and through online animations.  As flash floods threaten, more and more 

national and local broadcast meteorologists, newspapers and radio announcers are reminding viewers to 

“turn Around, Don’t Drown.” 

For decades to come, Turn Around, Don’t Drown will continue to give Americans a life saving tool in the 

battle against deadly flash floods. 

2002 Blueprint for safety 
expands to address  
all hazards

FLASH fiffiirst created the 
Blueprint for Safety education 
program to focus on wind 

hazards. In 2002, as part of FLASH’s expanded national 
scope, Blueprint for Safety grew and beg®an offering 
a multiple hazard curriculum that provided code-plus 
construction education courses for homeowners and 
contractors on a range of natural disasters. 

2002FLash receives  
Fema mitigation 
Leadership award

In 2002, FLASH was recognized by 
FEMA for their work in bringing 
Blueprint for Safety to the national 
scene with its expanded,  
multi-hazard approach.  

2002 national hurricane Conference 
outstanding achievement award  
in public awareness 

FLASH earned this 2002 Award 
for its work in developing 
the acclaimed Blueprint for 
Safety program. The award 

recognized Blueprint for Safety as an unparalleled approach 
in bringing together emergency managers, homeowners, and 
homebuilders to better protect homes and safeguard families 
from hurricanes in Florida and other vulnerable areas of the 
Southeast and Gulf Coast. 

2002 FLash receives Fema  
model hazard award

In its second FEMA award 
in one year, FLASH was 
recognized by FEMA for 
outstanding leadership 
and dedicated service 

in the fiffiield of mitigation and the development of 
disaster resistant communities. This award stemmed 
from FLASH’s heralded work in highlighting the need 
to retrofifififififififfiit older homes built before the advent of 
modern and more stringent building codes.  

2003 national Weather  
service recognizes FLash

In 2003, 
the National 
Weather Service 
recognized 

FLASH for the success of the Turn Around, Don’t 
Drown campaign developed in partnership with the 
National Weather Service.  The campaign sought 
to raise awareness of the deadly hazards of flflffllash 
flffllflooding and the simple but life saving steps 
motorists can take to avoid danger. 

2003 FLash receives Florida  
Fire Chiefs’ association public 
education award

Following the devastation of the 1998 
and 1999 wildfififfiirfie seasons in Florida, 
FLASH developed a wildfififfiirfie public 
education campaign to help consumers 

learn the key steps they could take to “protect their 
homes and families in a FLASH ” from wildfififfiirfie. This 
initiative became a model for similar efforts around the 
country and earned FLASH the Public Education Award 
from the Florida Fire Chiefs’ Association.  



Celebrating the Fruits of partnerships

2004

2004FLash promotes safe rooms on anniversary of 
Worst tornado outbreak in u.s. history

To commemorate the 30th anniversary of the April 
1974 super tornado outbreak with 148 twisters 
touching down in 13 states, FLASH and Dr. Ernst 
Keisling, inventor of the safe room, hosted a safe 
room demonstration on the steps of the Kentucky 
Capitol.  The National Storm Shelter Association, 
National Weather Service, Home Depot and 

Kentucky Governor Ernie Fletcher anchored this event which helped draw attention to 
the value of tornado-safe rooms in protecting families from these deadly events.  

2004 FLash receives noaa  
environment hero award

In addition to promoting stronger residential 
construction, FLASH also worked to promote 
construction of homes using materials that were 
environmentally friendly. This approach not only 
took pressure off growing landffifififififiifllls but also won 
FLASH NOAA’s Environmental Hero Award.  In 

honoring FLASH, NOAA acknowledged the leadership of FLASH President and 
CEO Leslie Chapman-Henderson in leading FLASH to become one of the fastest 
growing disaster-safety organizations in the country. 

2004 FLash and the texas department of  
insurance Join Forces to educate Coastal 
Contractors and engineers

In 2004, FLASH teamed up with the Texas Department 
of Insurance to develop and implement an education 
program targeting coastal contractors and engineers.  
The goal was to introduce this critical group to 
the Blueprint for Safety program of code-plus 
construction. This initiative was especially helpful as 

Texas had not yet adopted a mandatory, uniform residential building code with 
stringent requirements for hurricane-resistant construction.  

2005 national Weather association honors FLash 
with Walter J. Bennett public service award 

In 2005, FLASH received the Walter J. Bennett 
Public Service Award from the National Weather 
Association for providing multi-media information on 
disaster-safety and for collaborating with partner 
organizations to directly educate the public on 

weather safety and mitigation efforts for natural hazards.  The National Weather 
Association is a leading association for America’s broadcast meteorologists, 
long-time allies in FLASH’s ongoing efforts to reach the public.

PARTNERSkey

When Hurricane charley roared ashore in Punta Gorda, Florida on  

August 13, 2004, it left a crystal clear message in its wake: modern  

building codes and code-plus practices can make the difference  

between a home surviving the storm or being completely destroyed. 

FLASH brought this powerful message to life when it documented 

the vastly different experiences of two neighbors living across from 

one another in Punta Gorda, Florida. one family lived in a new home, 

built to comply with the latest and more stringent Florida Building code and code-plus options.  the other 

family lived in a home built in 1961.  the owners of the new home experienced minor damage while the 

older home was completely destroyed.  When Florida native Bob vila asked FemA how he could help with 

Florida’s recovery, FemA suggested that vila partner with FLASH. the result of this partnership was a 

season-long Bob vila series chronicling the efforts of vila’s crew in rebuilding the older, destroyed home. to 

underscore the value of code-plus construction, vila’s crew used FLASH’s Blueprint for Safety to guide their 

reconstruction of the destroyed home.  

tALe oF tWo HoUSeS™: 
Proving that Modern Building Codes &  
Code-plus Practices Reduce Losses in a Disaster 



Celebrating the Fruits of partnerships

2006

2005 2005national hurricane Conference  
outstanding achievement award  
for public awareness

As a result of the unprecedented 2004 hurricane 
season, Floridians faced with rebuilding desperately 
needed simple and concise advice on how to properly 
rebuild. FLASH immediately responded to this need 
by launching the Seven Things You Need to Know 
hurricane rebuilding campaign. This outstanding 

campaign earned FLASH the National Hurricane Conference Outstanding 
Achievement Award for Public Awareness.

FLash develops informed, prepared,  
protected, my safe Florida Campaign

Florida Department of Law Enforcement, Florida 
Division of Emergency Management and the 
Florida Department of Health chose FLASH 

to develop a comprehensive, multi-media public awareness campaign to promote 
domestic security preparedness.  FLASH conducted extensive consumer attitude 
and behavioral research about domestic security preparedness and discovered 
that the best way to promote terrorism preparedness is to appeal to Floridian’s 
understanding and acceptance of hurricane preparedness. The resulting campaign 
was built around the theme: Informed, Prepared, Protected: My Safe Florida.

2006 FLash Launches  
mississippi safe and sound

In the aftermath 
of Hurricane 
Katrina, FLASH 

launched Mississippi Safe and Sound to help 
code offififififfiicials and contractors spearheading the 
rebuilding of Mississippi understand the basics of 
code-plus construction. This Blueprint for Safety 
guidance was desperately needed as Katrina 
revealed just how vulnerable Mississippi’s housing 
stock was due to inadequate building codes.  

2006 FLash receives texas  
silver spur award

Following its work to help educate 
contractors and engineers along 
the Texas coast, and in light of 
FLASH’s overall record of excellence 
in public education, FLASH earned 

the prestigious Texas Silver Spur Award. The award 
also recognized FLASH’s national impact based on 
extensive news coverage of FLASH initiatives by news 
outlets such as CNN, FOX News, MSNBC, The Wall Street 
Journal, The New York Times and The Associated Press.  

2007 FLash receives governor’s  
hurricane Conference education  
and information award

In 2007, FLASH 
was cited for 

nearly a decade of service that included numerous 
public awareness campaigns, its toll-free hotline to 
provide tips to consumers and its information-rich 
website. These collective efforts were credited with 
transforming America’s approach to minimizing  
the impact of hurricanes on people, homes,  
and the economy.

PARTNERkey

in 2006, FLASH President and ceo Leslie chapman-Henderson was 

instrumental in helping policy makers and elected officials in Florida launch 

one of the nation’s most far reaching plans to minimize the adverse impact 

of hurricanes on older homes built before the adoption of tougher, modern 

building codes. 

the My Safe Florida Home program is an unprecedented $250 million 

initiative that offers Florida homeowners free home inspections and a customized hurricane resistance rating 

to learn how they can strengthen their homes and help reduce insurance premiums by implementing home 

retrofits outlined in FLASH’s Blueprint for Safety program.  matching grants are offered to help homeowner’s 

stretch their mitigation dollars further. 

Since its launch in 2006, more than 348,000 Florida homes have been inspected and homeowners have realized 

insurance premium savings of $73 million.  in addition, more than 25,300 grants have been provided. 

South carolina followed Florida’s lead with the creation of South Carolina Safe Home, a similar, grant-based 

initiative. Like Florida, South carolina officials sought FLASH’s counsel as they implemented their program.  

State by state, as others plan for similar initiatives, FLASH’s impact as a mitigation champion continues to grow. 

tHe my SAFe FLoriDA Home ProGrAm  
Going where Building Codes cannot reach:  
Hardening Florida’s Existing Stock of Older Homes



Celebrating the Fruits of partnerships

WiLDFire 
Tale of Two Homes™2007

2007 FLash earns the tulsa  
president’s award

In recognition of 
FLASH’s exemplary 
public service at the 
local and national level,  

the Tusla Partners Board of Directors and Nominating Committee 
awarded FLASH its coveted President’s Award.  The award also 
recognized FLASH’s support of Tulsa Partners’ efforts to develop 
its Millenium Center Pavillion at the Tulsa Zoo.    

2008 international Code Council® taps  
FLash to manage iCC Foundation

Impressed by FLASH’s award-winning work in 
disaster-safety education, the International Code 
Council (ICC) asked FLASH to manage operations 
of its charitable arm, the ICC Foundation. FLASH 
accepted the promising opportunity to help connect 
ICC’s 50,000 members with opportunities across 

the United States to deliver disaster-safety education programs and more 
through outreach, education and community service.

2008 2008FLash Convenes First hurricane 
mitigation Leadership Forum 

In February 2008, FLASH convened 
its fiffiirst Hurricane Mitigation 
Leadership Forum, sponsored 
jointly with RenaissanceRe and 

WeatherPredict Consulting.  The Forum brought together scientists 
and experts from all facets of disaster-safety and risk management 
to assess the progress of the mitigation movement and outline 
broader mitigation strategies for the coming years.  

FLash earns national hurricane Conference 
outstanding achievement award in mitigation

In 2008, FLASH received the National Hurricane Conference 
Outstanding Achievement Award in Mitigation for the 

innovation they demonstrated in taking mitigation 
advocacy and awareness to an unprecedented level 
during the past ten years.  As part of their award, 

FLASH was also credited with having delivered life-
saving information to millions internationally through their 

partnerships, website, classroom courses, online learning 
tools, media campaigns and more.  

PARTNERSkey

in october 2007, the Witch creek fire in San Diego 

county burned 200,000 acres and destroyed 1,000 homes. 

Amidst the ashes of this devastation, FLASH captured its 

second Tale of Two Homes, a dramatic story from a cul-de-

sac in rancho Bernardo, california in which one woman’s 

(Helena) home survived while all six of her neighbor’s 

homes were destroyed.

in a compelling video produced thanks to a grant from 

the Home Depot Foundation, FLASH showcased Helena’s 

neighbor r.J. and his missed opportunities to make his 

home safer from wildfire.  the video also details the simple steps taken by Helena that enabled her home 

to survive. Seen by hundreds of thousands of television viewers and many more on FLASH’s you tube 

channel (www.youtube.com/stronghomes), this powerful video offers invaluable advice and resources to 

homeowners in the path of wildfires.  

“in every disaster there is a tale of two homes,” said FLASH President and ceo Leslie chapman-Henderson. 

“one house survives and one does not. We will continue to educate Americans so they understand the basic 

steps they can take to be sure their home is the one that survives the next time disaster strikes.”



Celebrating the Fruits of partnerships

StormStrUcK: A tALe oF tWo HomeS™

The Culmination of a Decade of  
Disaster Safety Leadership

2008

2008 FLash Wins governor’s hurricane 
Conference distinguished service award

FLASH earned the 2008 Governor’s Hurricane 
Conference Distinguished Service Award 
for the pivotal role FLASH played in helping 
policy makers in Florida make mitigation 
the centerpiece of the My Safe Florida Home 
program, America’s most far reaching initiative 
to minimize the impact of hurricanes.  In 

presenting the award, FLASH was praised as a true leader in making Florida 
the most hurricane resistant state in America.  

2008 FLash and partners Launch northeast hurricane 
preparedness initiatives with get hurricane  
ready rhode island  Campaign

In its ffiirst Northeast public awareness campaign, 
FLASH teamed up with Rhode Island Governor Donald 
Carcieri, National Hurricane Center Director Bill Read, 
WeatherPredict Consulting, Narragansett Bay Insurance, 
and the University of Rhode Island Graduate School of 

Oceanography to launch Get Hurricane Ready Rhode Island. FLASH and its partners developed and 
distributed 160,000 Rhode Island-speciffifiic One-Stop Hurricane Resource Guides and launched an 
information-rich website at www.GetHurricaneReadyRI.org.  

2008 2008FLash Convenes second hurricane mitigation 
Leadership Forum in the northeast

FLASH and its partners RenaissanceRe, 
WeatherPredict Consulting and the 
University of Rhode Island Graduate 
School of Oceanography convened a 
second Hurricane Mitigation Leadership 
Forum.  Leading scientists and experts 

from around the country gathered in Newport, Rhode Island to join a two day 
discussion on the impact a major hurricane would have on New England, coastal 
New York and the northeastern states.  

FLash president and Ceo testifififififfiies Before Congress 
on Key Federal Legislation to strengthen homes

As Congress considered legislation to provide much-needed 
funding for essential research into wind-resistant construction, 
weather modeling and improved forecasting, FLASH’s Leslie 
Chapman-Henderson was invited to testify before the House 
Committee on Science and Technology – Subcommittee on 
Technology and Innovation.  Chapman-Henderson’s testimony 
was instrumental in helping members of Congress understand 

the value of FLASH’s efforts as a national model in making America a more disaster-
resistant nation. 

 

PARTNERSkey

At FLASH’s initial founding ten years ago, few would have dreamed 

that FLASH would cap off its first decade of disaster safety leadership 

by launching a multi-million dollar attraction that combines 

entertainment and education to deliver life saving messages about 

weather safety.  yet, that’s exactly how FLASH is marking its tenth year 

of service. 

in the ultimate demonstration of FLASH’s success in forging 

partnerships and inspiring collaboration, renaissancere, Simpson 

Strong-tie and State Farm joined with FLASH to create StormStruck: 

A tale of two Homes at innoventionS at Epcot® at the Walt Disney World® resort in Lake Buena vista, 

FL. “this is a one-of-a-kind combination of interactivity and education for weather of all kinds that will 

help protect families and homes in the future,” said Leslie chapman-Henderson, FLASH ceo and President. 

“i can’t think of a better way to conclude our first ten years of disaster safety leadership than through the 

opening of StormStruck. i am deeply grateful to our partners for their leadership in working with FLASH to 

expand the horizons of the disaster safety movement in such a spectacular fashion.”



“I can think of no pursuit more virtuous than helping Americans 

build stronger homes and live safer lives. This is the mission that 

FLASH has carried out brilliantly over the past decade. As we look to 

the future, I know that FLASH’s award-winning work will continue 

helping Americans strengthen homes and safeguard families for 

many years to come.”

   max mayfield, FLASH Leadership Partner and Former Director, national Hurricane center 

FLASH wishes to thank RenaissanceRe, Riker Consulting, The Home Depot,  

Simpson Strong-Tie and State Farm for their generous support of the FLASH Annual Meeting  

and printing of this Ten Year Commemorative publication.
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